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I]E13oRAH i~:tJ~i~31E,
Gleric a# tht~ Court
~Y ...~__~• ~'f~ei~s.5
DeE7uty C,ierk

Dafe: February 4, 2414

case tvum~er: ~tv cvas-ooaos

California Department of Forestry
Plaintiff,

And Consolidated Cases
Complex Civil LiEigation

vs.

Howell, Eunice E e~ a!
Defendant.

012DERS UN MOTIQNS TO TAX COSTS A11tD FDR ATTORNEY FEES,
EXPENSES,,~Ni7 ~ANCTlC?NS, AND MOTI~IVS RE PRIVILEGE
PREFACE
"There are no small cases, anly small judges." Judge Jon Tigar in passing along a
tip from a judicial colleague. This is true. Every case before a judge is the mosf importan#
ease in the world to the parties, and the proper adjudication cif that case is of paramount
importance fo the adminis#ration of justice. The undersigned favors early involvement in
cases, sa #hat ground rules might be astab(ish~d, good relations between the Court and
counsel can be fostered, anc! so that the case can be managed so as to maximize
opportunities,for voluntary resolution, ar, if that is not possible, timely and cost efifective
adjudication through trial. In this matter, however, the undersigned was appointed as all
purpose judge only shortly before trial, after a!i dates had been established and when fihe
matter had been pending foe almosf four (4~ years.
Qespite the Gourt's bes# efforts, no agreement could be achieved, and big issuers
are now presented #o the Court for hard decisions. The issues have been hard fought and
very contentious. CounseE have cooperated with the Court in meting suggestions and
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orders for tim~fy submission and delivery of documents, and the Court appreciates that
caoperatian. Far reasons #hat become apparent, the Caurt is required #a speak clearly and
forcefully to the issues in controversy, and the Gourt's obligations cannot be shirked or
delegated. The Court has taken care to use language na more forceful that that empJayed
by our appellate Courts. Even so, the Caur# reminds counsel that, in announcing its
decisions and in making its orders, the Court deals only with the issues presented far
decision.

Gourts are usually i11 advised to make broad moral or ~xisfentia!

pronouncements, and the Court declines to do so here.
THE BOTTOM ~.INE
Plaintiffs' motions to #~x Defendants' memoranda of costs, motions related #a claims
a€ privilege, and Defendants' motions for attorney fees, expenses, and sanctions were
. heard, argued, and s~bmitfied this day. Prevailing party Defendants seek drastic remedies.
After full and careful ~at~sidera#ion, the remedies will be granted. FuA compensatory
attorney fees and expenses and costs will be awarded to alt Defendants against Plaintiff
California Department of dares#ry and Fire Protec#ion, and prevailing pa~Ey casts will be
awarded against all Plaintiffs, jointly and severally. Terminating sanctions shall issue
against Cal Fire. Sanctions soughf againsf attorneys Tracy L. Winsar and Daniel Fuchs
will b~ denied.

These consolidated cases, invaEving muEfiiple parties, arises out of a wild fire, whic{~
occurred in Plumas County on September 3, 20tJ7. The lead case was filed on or about
August 3, 2009. The cases were noticed for an estimated three -month jury friai set to
commence with jury selection ~n Ju(y 29, X013.
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The undersigned received the designation as all- purpose Judge in this complex
litigation matter on May 2, 2013. The order from Plumas Superior Court Presiding Judge
Hon. Janet A. Hilde confirmed the appaintmen# order executed by Chief Justice Tani
Cantil-Sakauye, When the order was received, two dates had been set, the trial date and
a trial readiness date of Juiy 'I, 2013. The Court issued its notice to alE counsel of record
and order on May 2, 2013. The Court traveled to Plumas County and resided there from
June 3 to 7, 2013. The Court met with al( counsel on June 8, ~Q13 and filed and seared on
that day its trial Court perspectives and orders —first meefing with counsel. Thereafter, on
July 1, 20'i 3, the Court heard and decicEed fihe motions in lira~ine filed by the parties. The
Cae~rt delivered ifs written order on all issues to counsel on that day.
At the ,1u{y 1 tearing on motions in limine, the Court made clear that it would order a
mandatory sefitlemen# conference unless counsel accep#ed the Court's strong request and
direction that they make their clients availably for mediation ofi up to two days. Mediation
did occur before the Honorable Read Ambler, retired Superior Court Judge {JAMS). Judge
Ambler determined after one day that further mediation would not then be effective. He
mad+ himself available for further consul#anon. The Court greatly appreciates and thanks
Judge Ambler far making himself available and for familiarizing himself with the issues on
such short notice.
The Court received trial briefs on July 15, 2013. Upon reviewing the briefs, the
Court Alec! and served its notice to cour~sel concerning issues to be addressed during the
three days set aside for hearings on July 24, 25, and 26, 2 13. Those issues included,
wi~hoe~t limitation, a hearing on the motion for judgment an the pleadings, consideration of
whether expert testimony evidence was required, and a hearing to deterrnir~e whether
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Plaintiffs couEd establish a prima facie case before trial: Before commencing the hearing
on ,luly 24, 2093, the Court filed and served on cottnsef its further Trial Court perspectives
pre jury selection meeting with ca~tns~l.~ Upon completion of the three days hearings, the
Court issued its written orders and judgment in favor of Defendants and against Plaintiffs.
The Court and counsel worked diligently through three fulE Court days, July 24
through 26, 2013. The parties brought able litigafiian teams to Pc~rtola, and the Cour# was
favored with briefs an the issues presented. Further briefs were filed as the issues were
refined. En fhe Court's opinion, all issues were fuEly briefed and argued before submission.
This is the Caur#'s recollection concerning the conduct of fihe Cottle hearing. Paul
Gordon, of Gordon & Polland L.LP, Cal Fire's litigation counsel, made the Cattle
presen#ation throughout July 24 and Z5. The Courfi invited counsel for Defendants tc~
argue what it thought would be the de~ci~ncies in Plaintiffs' cases. Wifh that notice, Mr.
Gordon made extensive offers.

Briefing fol(vwed, and that briefing was submitted

#hroughout the three- day hearing. The Court had hoped to have time on Friday, July 26,
2013, to discuss jury trial issues. However, sometime in the morning of Thursday, July 25,
it is the Court's recallectior~ ghat Mr. Gordon reported that he hid much more to present.
Accordingly, the Court invited him to continue his presentation. fVlr. Gordon continued
through Thursday afternoon. As the Court resat{s, Mr. Gordan, #oward the end of fhe day,
said, "Judge, I'm just about cone," or wards to that effect. The Court directed counsel for
De€endants to prepare and emal proposed orders to Plaintiffs. Caunse! complied on the
evening of July 25.
The Court's perspective is that something changed an the morning of Friday, Joky
26. After affording counsel for Ca) Engels time to consult with his client, the Court
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resumed the hearing. The- Court found that the advocacy torch had been passed from
Paul Gordon to Rober# Charles Ward, Cal Fire's second outside litigation caun~el, at
Shartsis Friese LLP.

Mr. Gordon, with whom the Court and opposing counsel had

engaged over the twa previous days, remained mute on July 26, 2013. The tenor of the
presentation changed. Naw Ca! Fire argued procedure, dui process, not enough time, not
enough notice, etc.
Late in fine morning of Friday, July 26, 2013, counsel for Cal Engels Mining
Company, the party whom the Court understood had the biggest financial interest in the
matters in issue, announced that Mis client had agreed with Defendants to dismiss its
claims with prejudice in exchange for a waiver of casts. After a recess to allow counsel to
confirm au#horify #o bind his ciien# with the settlerr~ent [a party representative was absent
from Court, the Caur# conducfied a voir dire of counsel and confirmed the settlement.
Thereupon, the Court dismissed Cal Engels claims with prejudice.
Prior #o trial, an Ju(y 18, the Court had issued its written directive that counsel of
record appear at all sessions of the Court unless leave for good shown was granted by the
Court in advance, The Court was surprised to Eearn an Friday, July 26, 2Q13, that counsel
for Brandt Plaintiffs was not present. Counsel had not contacted the Courfi in advance.
Upon inquiry by the Court, Tracy Winsor, supervising Deputy Attorney General, informed
the Court that she had received a cal! from counsel and ghat, for some family related
reason, he could not appear. She said she had agreed to appear specially fiat counsel,
This was not permitted by the Court's Ju(y 18 na#ice, except as prcavided above. Cauns~l
for Defendants moved to default the Brandt Plaintiffs. The Court declined to grant that
harsh order, but the Court noted an the record that it had done ali if could to assure
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appearance of respansib~e counsel for each party. Acca~dingly, as requested by counsel
far Brandt Plaintiffs, course!for Cal Fire agreed to protect the interests of thane parties.
•'

•'~

~ ~i

•,,

It is a continuing privilege fa have served as a Superior Court Judge for Thirty years,
twenty-five years as a Judge of the Superior Court far Santa Clara Gaunty and five years
in service of the Chief. Justice as a member of the Assigned Judges Program. This
experience has included every kind of case that comes before a general jurisdiction judge,
including complex and coordinafied litigation, now in Courts In twelve counties throughout
California. Judicial experience was prececi~d by almost seventeen years of trial and
appellate law practice, federal and state, including, civil, criminal, family and juvenile court
representation, and including death penalty representation on appointment ~y the
California Supreme Court.
Through represen#ing clients and adjudicating matters across the range of human
experience, some experiences cause disappointment, but not much causes shock. The
Court has never been required #t~ hold a lawyer in contempt of Court for lifigatic~n conduct,
bang a gaveE, or issue terminating sanctions based on trio! misconduct by a pay or
couttsef.
The Court's attifude toward this litigation has been to take each issue as presented.
The Court's orders show attention to case management ant! the neat! to proceed in a
diligent, thorough, and Timely manner'. The~Court at alb times and at each opportunity has
encaUrac~ed the parties to use besf efforts fio achieve a fair settlement. Counsel, at (east,
appear as polarized as ever,: The Court recalls that, in one of many scheduEed telephone
conference calls, some subject of future proceedings came up. The Court commented
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{but, curbing enthusiasm, did nat burst into song), {"Que sera, sera. The future's not ours
to see. What will be will b~. Que sera, sera.")
The Court evaluated the motions in limine and the maters embraced in the three
day hearing leading up to the dismissal orders and entry of judgments on their own #erms.
Although it was clear that there could be post judgment proceedings, no thought was given
to any such passible proceedings at those times.
The Court has now reviewed thousands of pages of documents. In addition, the
Courfi has viewed all the video depositions presented by fhe parties. The Cour# observed
at the first meeting of counsel that it had been over fifty years since the undersigned has
worked far a number of summers during college as a member and foreman of a fire crew
at Yasemifie Na#iona! 'ark. :tt is not difficult to imagine that al! the parties in #hese cases
feel some amity for the women and men who work the fire lines and do aN the hard and
often dangerous work invalued in fire suppression. Uf course, the advocacy of counsel
and the rulings ofi the Court in na way reflect on the work performed by thane hard working
individuals. Other issues have been called out for the Court's determinafiion.
THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK
The law concerning Plaintiffs' motions to tax costs is set forth at great leng#h and
defail by the contending parties. The Cau~t has carefully considered fibs authorities
presented and the evidence.. Na good purpose would be served by expounding on the law
in #his order. 1t is digested in many places, including in Witkin, Califiomia Procedure, and in
CaEifornia Judges Benchbook, Triai, chapfier 16, sections 34 — 57.

°

As it relates to Defendants' motions for attorney fees, expenses, and sanctions, Cal
dire [the motions are pending only as against Cal Fire and cited attorneys) contends tha#
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the Court lacks jurisdiction fa rule on the rnatians. It further argues That, even if fihe Court
has jurisdiction to rule on the rnatians, it cannot maKe a money order, because that would
in effect be a damages award. Ths claim is that Cal Fire and its attorneys are statutorily
immune from any such award. Whether it invo(~es a claimed cost of $'I x0.00 to rent a
refrigerator at Eodging dc►ring final proceedings to refrigerate insulin for counsel's type E
diabetes (which Ca! Fire derides as merely convenient "to take a break from work to go get
a cold drink."} fo any claim for costs, expenses, fees, or sanet+ons (except fora $355.OQ
filing fees), Cal Fire says, "hto." Even as to the $355.0(1 cosfis suggested by CaE Fire, other
Plainfrf~s seek apportionment.
The Cour#'s task is to eeview the voluminous evidence, in lighf of the applicable faw,
anct determine which view of the evidence has more convincing force than That apposed to
it. Having considered everything the paeties presented, and nei#her party having exercised
their right to request the Co~rrt fo consider oral testimony, case taw puts the Court in the
best position to evaluate the credibility and the weight of the evidence. As it relates to
sanctions, the Gaurt provided twn full rounds of briefing to the parties sa that they could
comprehensively put €or~h their positions on af! sanctions, including the issue of terminafiing
sanctions. Pau! Gordon, counsel for Ca! Fire requested that oppa~unity, and tF~e Gourt
geanted it. After accommodating #hat request, another attorney fc~r Cal Fire indicated its
desire to make an emergency applica#ion #o suspend that presentation.

The Court

indicated tF~ere was no emergency. A1! positions were fo be fully laid out in accordance
with the briefing schedule, and the matter would be heard on the dates) long set, February
3, and, if necessary, February 4, 2014.
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Case !aw instructs ghat, in considering atrial court's imposition of sanctions, the
question is not whether the trio! eaurk should have imposed a lesser sanction; rather the
question is whether the trial court abused its discretion by imposing the sanction i# chose.
Na authority sfiates that terminating sanctions may not be issued unless the court finds that
the sanctioned party prejudiced an opponent's ability to ga to trial. Sanction orders are
reversed only for arbitrary, capricious, or whimsical action. In choosing among its various
opfiions for imposing sanctions, a trial courf exercises its discretion, subject to reversal for
manifest abuse exceeding the bounds of reason. See t_iberty Mufua! Fire Insurance
Company v. E.cL Administrafars, tnc. (2008} 963 Ca(.App. 4th 193 {Opinion by Butz, J.,
with H~.rll, Ac#ing P.J., and Cantif-Sakauye, J., concurring), cases cites, and many other
cases.
(n ruling an the motions be#ore the Court, the Court in every instance resr~lves
credibility and weight of evidence issues in #avor of its rulings and any and all findings,
express 4r implied, Although the s#andard of evidence review is the civil standard of
preponderance of the Evidence, the Court has been fully satisfied even by the higher clear
and convincing standard of review.
SLIME WORDS ABOUT ADVOCACY
Persuasive advocacy requires some sense of perspective. Time and again, tote
Court found exaggeration and hyperbole in tie papers submitted by Ca! dire. From the
asserkion that its case was a "clear liability" case, to the defense of Cal Fire employees by
reference to their uniform {app~af to authority}, to reference to the Defendants as backed
by insurance (appeal to prejudice}, to disparagement of counsel (ad haminem), false
characterization of tl~~ Jason Dorris Air A#tacic video work {rcductio ad absurdum),
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constantly and inaccurately characterizing Defendant's presentation as arguing a vast
criminal conspiracy (ad nauseam argument by repetition}, fhe presentations left the Court
wandering to what audience Cal Fire was appealing. En characterizing fhe Dorris work as
alt about eighteen seconds, the Caurt was left to wonder, are the Higgs Boson and Albert
Einstein accamp{ishme~ts vuorth only a nickel, because ane is invisible to the naked e re
and #h~ o#her can be expressed in such a short equation? The ad nauseam fa!(acy iS well
i!(ustrafied by the lyrics ofi Rogers and Hart's "Johnny One Note"(1937).
Gouns~l far Cal Fire appear utterly sanguine concerning the conduct of Cal Fire.,
They advance many arguments which da not persuade the Court. At one point in the
papers, however, said counsel launc~ted the fiherma nuclear device known in rhetoric as
the, "Have you no sense of decency" assault. On the thirtieth day at the Army McCarthy
hearings, on June 9, 1954, counsel Joseph N. Welch galvanized the audience ar~d the
nation by saying to Senator Joseph McCarthy, "Have you na sense of decency, -sir? At
long last, have you !eft no sense of decency?" 'This courageous action hastened the
demise of Senator McCarthy and helped bring the nation to.its senses. !t did nothing to
persuade this Court.
!n constantly misstating Defendants' claim as being that Cal Fire is engaged in a
massive criminal conspiracy, and That accusation made by delusional people at That, did
Cal dire seek to suggest to a gullible trial judge that prao€must be forthcoming to a beyond
a reasonable doubt standard? Some of the rhetoric reminds one cif the Scoffish poet
Andrew Lang's reference to facts: "Same people use them as a drunk uses a tamppos#,
more for support than for illumination.°

This kind of argument is lamentable.

It is

distracting. !t takes mare time and effort far the Caur~ to scrutinize Ca! Fire`s papers for
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any persuasive arguments and evidence that may be found. The C~au~ has undertaken
thafi extra effort. The rights and interests of the parties require no (ess.
C3BJECTIONS, JUDICIAL. NOTICE, AND EVIDENCE EVALUATEC}N
A(1 evidence objee#ions except as noted in the com~~anion order and in #his order
raring on an attorney client privilege claim, are a~erruled and all requests fic~r judicial notice
are granted. The Court was presenfied wi#h numerous briefs concerning admissibility of
evidence. For example, Defendants assert that post close of discr~very, and post judgment
declarations are submitted 'which violate court orders and imperrnissibiy seek to offer
opinions that are barred by rules. of iaw. They argue that the declara#ions:are irrelevant
and are simply filed to jam into the record information to attack the Judgments entered after
the Court's ruling on fhe motion for judgment on the pfeaciings and the ruling following
submission on the Cottle issues. The paint is taken.
Such efforts would' be gross and impermissible and would be entirely
unprofessional. The Court assumes that such efforts, if made, would be quickly detected
6y the reviewing Court and would be subjec# ~o sane#ion. Na motron was made to reopen
the proceedings leaning td the judgments in favor of Defendants. No motion attacking the
judgment in the trial Court was brought. The matters ncaw on appeal are an a fully
devebped record.
Many of the objected to declarations are subject to gravy deficiencies. The Court
must take all these matters into account in evaluating the credibili#y and the force of the
evidence. Naving reviewed the great volume of submissions, the final question is, °goes it
persuade?"
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Counsel argue the uveight that should be given to the deposition testimo
ny and the
recently filed declarations af, among others, Joshua Whiter Larry Dodds,
axed Bernard
Paul. During these deposctions Cal Fire interposed repeated objecti
ons to the form of
questions. The Court has in mind all the rules of evidence in considering
these matters
and need not recifie those rules here. Whether, far example, Mr. Paul ~epvrt~
dly wept witi~
emotion when presented with hypathefiica! questions assuming predicate facts
concernEng
Cal Fire's conduct befiore ar during the during the pending fifigation, ar whither
he was
frustrated and angry, because he ctid not know the tru#h 'ar fialsity of those
assumed
predicate facts, is of no great moment. I~ is Gaurt's opinion and conclusions
on #hese
matters, drawn from the whole record before the Court, thafi. ma~tter,~,
It is the Court's
decision only which is subject to appeAate review.
Some declarations a~'e admissible as at Ieasf relevant to the credibility
of the
declarant. Evidence Code s~ctian 2'10. Credibi(Ety is evaluatetf by considering
factors set
forth in Evidence Code section X80, including attitude toward the action ire which
#es#imony
is given or toward the giving c~# fest3mony. That of course includes a consideration
of those
factors as they relate to the party proffering the testimony. The general rules are
set out in
the C~lifarnia Evidence Code and in CACI [Judicial Cauricil of ~Califomia
civil Jury
Instrucfiions], and we apply those rules daily. To the extent they are relevanf
i, same of the
declarations `cut both ways.' It is the Court's obligation to determine the molter
based on
atl the evidence, direct or indirect, and to draw those inferences which are
suppor#abl~ in
the circumstances.
The Court can be expected to know the difference between valuable evidenc
e
which, on the one hand, properly assists in evaluating the truthtufness of testimony of
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witnesses and the credibility of other evidence and, an the other hand, after the fact
evidence which in effect merely vouches for or justifies the tes#imany given by witnesses
during discovery.

It cannot be forgaften that deposi#ions provided each side the

opportunity to ask questians~ of witnesses so that questions concerning credibility could be
deaEt with at the time tes#imr~;ny was provided.
In admitting the ~aroffered evidence, subject fa vrrh~tever limitations critical
examination by an experienced trial judge may disclose, the Court hopes and expects that
it will receive the deference provided by California Constitution Article VI section '13, Code
of Civi! Procedure section -47:5, and Evidence Code section 3~3.
The Court readily provides assurance that none of the evidence considered, in bulk
or in particular, has overborne the Court's critics! faculfiies. For all the great importance of
the issues preser~fed, and #hey are important, this is no# a child abuse case; no one has
submitfed a gory photograph designed to inflame passion. Patience is a virtue, and the
Court has tried at ali times to display end exercise patience and be opan to the
presentation of each eounsel~.
To the extent zealous advocacy seemed #o fan em#~ers ofi appeal to sympathy,
passion, ar prejudice, it is the task of the Caurt to douse Chase embers with cool and
logical analysis. Defendants provieted evidence that i~tvited the Court to doubt much of the
evidence submitted by Plaintiffs. Tria! lawyers argue the force and weight of evidence. ~ !t
is an imporkanf part of advocacy. !n this case, as distinct frarn so many cases aver which
the Court has presided, Ca! Fire appears to argue that it is almost insulting to inquire about
or argue the believability of evidence. Skilled adv+~cates argue d~arnetrically different
positions, and it is v►rell recognized that these issues must be decided. The Attorney
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Genera! whin prosecuting cases against individuals and organizations in civil and criminal
cases must often advance the kind of arguments addressing credibility advanced by
Defendants here. The vehemence expressed in Ca( Fire's arguments is perplexing.
In this case, counsel for Cal Fire writes in the last sentence of its oppasifian to
Defendants" supplement#al briefing requesting terminating ,sanctions, at page 23: 5-fi,
"Defendants' invitation to the Court to put its goad name to :these false accusations must
ire rejected." The Court is not sure what to make of that p~raratian. The Court assumes
that nothing done by the Cau~t in this hatiy confes#ed matter, incPuding fulfilling its
responsibility to rule on contested issues involving the evaluation of the farce and weight Qf
evidence, will imperil its goad name,"the very jewel of one's; soul." That would not enrich
the robber,- bit would maEce fhe undersigned poor indeed. Shakespeare, ~theflo, Act I11,
scene 3. Nothing said by the au#har of the referenced brief has done anything to imperil
him En his high standing b~fare the Gaunt, and the Coin hypes and assumes that feeling is
reciprocated.

On occasions, appellate courfis have questioned court orders that ap~~ared to
merely 'sign off an the proposed r~rders submitted by counsel. Because this Court is
doing just that, in part, a few wards of explanafion are in order. As has been made
abundantly clear in previous orders of this Court, and as shown by the circumstances of
this case, this is a complex litigation matter.

The undersigned has undertaken to

personally review each of thousands of pages of written kriefs, exhibits, submissions,
deposition transcripts and video submissions of the same, motions, objections, and
proposed orders. This list is not exhaustive. As was the case concerning the motion for
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judgment on the pleadings and the Cottle prima facie hearing ar►d hearing on other issues
which spanned the period July 24 through 26, 2013, the Gaurfi asked counsel to submit in
advance proposed orders which set forth findings and orders. The Court informed counsel
thaf #here orders would be subject to critical Trial Court and perhaps Appellate Court
review, so #hey should set forth those matters which cauEd be fuNy suppor#ed by the record.
Counsel had the proposed orders before #hem during oral argumenf, so there were
no
surprises. The same is true coriceming the proposed orders submitted for these hearings
.
This portion of the order speaks. in the Court's own voice. it is nit practical for the
Court to scour the voluminous record to set forth every finding that would support
the
orders made here, nor does the law require anything like that degree of specificity.
In the
Court's view, i~owever, each party is entitled to submit detailed orders, which, if gr~nfied
,
can be defended on appeal. The good news is also the bad news. Every aspect of
review, research, evidence evafuafiian, writing, and decision-making teas been undertaken
by the undersigned 1"rial Judge, and by na one else. The fact tha# the Court has signed
Defendants' proposed orders with few changes reflects only the reality that those orders
are supportable in all respects. This document, which speaks in the Court's own voice,
and the other orders signed and filed today, are fia b~ fiaken together as orders
of the
Court. To the event there ~'re any inconsistencies in those orders, the Court deems them
immateriaE.
SIERRA PACIFIC INDUSTRIES' MtJTION FOR DETERM1NATi4N C!F ATTORiVEYCLIENT PRIVILEGE PURSUANT TO CCP SECTIt~N 2.031.285; TO Ct)NlPEL
CC3MPLIANCE WITt-!COURT t3RDER; AND REQUEST FOR SANCTIONS
Caf Fire seeks to withdraw a docurnen# which Senior Deputy A#t~rney General
Tracy L. Winsor previously declared under of penalty o€ perjury had been produced. This
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document has been made put~tic and was produced without objection pursuant to a Public
Records Act request. To the extenf Sierra Pacific Industries has a burden of proving fiha#
the communication was not made in confidence, that burden has been carried. The record
convincingly establishes that any claim of privilege has been waived. Sierra Pacific
Industries' motion to determine that the cammunicafian is ncrt protected by the attorney
ciienfi privilege is granted. Gal Fire's counter motion is denies! on the merits and as most.
The posifiions advanced by Cal Fire's motion and opposition to Sierra Pacific Industries'
motion lack any substantia{ justification and are subject to sanction. The positions taken
by Cal Fire are simply r~pr~5en#ative of and add to the mass of evidence relied upon by
the Court ire making its terminating and other sanction orders.:
Even if #his paeticutar ruling were found to be in error, the Court is convinced in light
of the whole record that it is harmless. The admission of th~dispufed dacumen# is merely
corroborative of other evidence. Even in a criminal case, where fife and liberty are at risk,
violation ofi the attorney client privilege does nafi necessarily resin# in reversal of a
conviction. People v. Corinthians Canfield {1974} 12 Cal. 3d S99(McComb, J.), in which a
unanimous Coin determined that a clear violation of the attorney client privilege was
harmless error.
There is no need for any other discovery disclosure orders. They hive been made
in the past anc! not cornplicd with. The Court has no can~dence #hat they wilt be complied
with rtow. These are simply additianaf facts and conclusions #haft add to the Court's
determination that great prejudice has been inflicted upon Defendants. They support the
companion Qrd~r which is part of this order.
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MOTtO~tS Tt7 TAX COSTS
Costs are determined as se# forth in the companion orders signed and filed this day,
which is part of t~tis order. Those cosfis are established based upon a consideration of the
!aw related to determination;of costs as well as appropriate sanctions to make Defendants
as whole as is possible in the context of this litigation.
A general comment concerning costs applies with equal fiorce to matters related to
consideration of attorney fees and expenses. "In for a dime, in for a dollar," is the
American version of, "tn for a penny, in for a pound." One of the meanings ascribed to that
saying is "ta venfiure into sor»ething a bit risky or hazardous wi#gout being able ~fio weigh up
the consequences." Another reported meaning is, "Nothing ventured, nothing gained."
The practic~i consequences of this phrase are played out in courts of !aw a1I the time. If
counsel wilt simply pull #oge#her a sma11 compendium of each order issued by the Court in
this matter, they will note that fhe Court urged a careful end prud~nfi approach #o this
litigation, and ongoing cEase °communication between counsel and clients at all appropriate
decision making levels. A further invi#anon in that regard was read into the record and
handed fo counsel an the morning of .fuly 24, 2013. In response to the Court's direct
question, and before the commencement of the three day hearEng, Defendants made clear
that, from their perspective, the grant of a!! the relief which it requested, would be case
terminating. Thus, afl counsel were abundantly clear canceming fihe poten~ia! risks and
rewards of proceeding. As noted above, the Court had directed that ~!1 lead counsel be
preser~fi at all sessions of the Court unless excused in advance by order of Court.
Counsel for Cal Engels and their client apparently kept in close touch, as suggested
by the Court in its July 24, 20'13, written and oral statement, considered all relevant factors,
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and entered into a settiem~nf. This settlement was that, on the ane hand, Caf Engels
would dismiss all it's claims, vuith prejudice. C}n the other hand, al! Defendants would waive
their claims far cos#s. A{[ cc►unsel were in a posi#ion fo have discussed these maf#ers, in
mediafiion and at Court. The other PEaintiffs largely simply joined in all of Cal fire's
arguments end presentations. Thy Brandt PEaintiffs even en#rusted their case #c~ Cal F[re's
counsel on July 26, 20~ 3, when their lead counsel was absent from Court.
Plaintiffs now ask the ~au~t to apportion costs. this would b~ unfair and inequi#able
fa Defendants. Plaintiffs, except for Cal Eng~fs, which rr~ade' an infnrmett judgment, were
content to taEce full advanfa~e ofi Gal Fire's advocacy on liability issues. The potential
damage to Defendants by vir#ue of the retenfion of af( Plaintiffs in the case was enormous.
Cal Fire's Cost r~caupment ac#ion was limited, but the claims of all Plain#ifF~, pressed right
up fo trial, p~es~nted a great fihreat to al! Defendants. The claim of Plaintiffs for equitable
relief, in light a# al( the circumstances, including their willful :continuance in the matter to
judgment, continuance which required Defendant's resistance; comes too little too late.
MOTltJNS FOR ATTORNEY FEES, EXPENSES, AND SAtVCTIt3NS
(n this section of the _order, the Court will comment on same of the law, which
guides the Court in exercising its discretion in ruling on the motions for sanctions. The taw
is comprehensively argued in the papers, and the Court will ;not attempt an et~cyclop~dic
presenfa#ion of the applicable law.
As it relates to discovery sanctions,""Oniy two fats are absolutely prerequisite to
imposition of the sanction:(1) there must be a failure to comply ... and (2)fihe failure musfi
be willful.""{Villbc~na v. Springer 0996)43 Cal. App. 4~' 1545, cited by Liberty Mutua! Fire
Insurance Company. v. LcL Administrators (2Q08} 163 Cal. App. 4~h 1093.
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As it relates to terminating sanctions, several important and recen# cases from
California appellate Courts:have been briefed by the parties. The Court has jurisdiction to
consider the matters in controversy. They involve matters collateral and ancillary fa the
judgments now an appeal.' This is so even if the d~terrriinations here make moat the
matters now under cansideratian on appeal, Code of Civil Procedure sec#ion 9'!F (a}.
Varian Medico! Systems, /nc. v. Delfino (2005) 3~ Cal. 4th 180, Witicin, California
Procedure (5th Edition), Appeal, section 20.

Terminating sanctions are upheld for

discovery ~6uses. Laguna 'Auto Body v. Farmers lns. Exch.('f991) 23'! Cal. App. 3d 489,
Liberty Mutual Fire /nsur~nce Co,, supra, 163 Cal. App.-4th 1093. Indeed, appellate courts
have overturned decisions `of ~frial courts not to issue te~manating sanctions. ~oppes v.
Bentley Motors, Inc. (2Q09)'174 Cal. App.4t~ 967.
7t~e Court need nafi rely on statutory authority alone is considering and ruling on the
grave issues presented by the pending motions.

When a Plaintiffs deliberate and

egregious misconduct makes any sanction other than dismissal inadequate to ensure a fair
trial, the trial Court has inherent power to impose a terminating sanction. This authori#y is
consistent with the overwhelming weight of authority from federal Courts and Courts of
other s#ates. Stephen Slesinger v The Walt Disney Company(2007) 155 Gal.App. 4th 736.
Defendants seek sanctions against attorneys Tracy L. Winsor and Daniel M. Fuchs.
These requests are denied, because the record does not clearly establish that said
attorneys directed or advised the egregious and reprehensible conduct of Catifarnia
Department of Forestry and Fire Profiection. Although there is plenty of evidence #a
support a s#tong suspicion, the evidence does not preponderate. This determina#ion in rta
way speaks to issues of legal ethics or compliance with the r~quirernents of the State Bar
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Act, including Business and ~'rofessions Cade 6068. It only addresses the statutory basis
far sanctions. In that regard, the Court should and does exercise caution. Cited counsel
did not submit declarations in defense of their actions. (t is possible that they feCt
constrained by the requirement fio preserve confidences of their client, to maintain the
attorney client privilege, or tc~ maintain attorney work produc#.
Thy sense of disappointment and distress conveyed by the Court is so palpable,
because it recalls na instancy in experience aver fatly seven years as ~n advocate and as
a judge, in which the conduct of the Attorney General so thoroughly departed from the high
standard it represents, arid, ire-every other instancy, has exemplified.
While declining to impose sanctions against cited couns~f, the Court ~rnphasiz~s
that it relied on statements cif counsel as officers of the court in considering a number of
matters, including irr liminc motions and ex pane appfiications. On too many occasions,
that reliance was misplaced, and that reliance directly impacted the Court's ruling on
matters before the Court. Far that reason, Cal Fire should: not rely to its benefit on in
limine rulings, always subject to modification, which dealt with arguments or presenta#ions
#hat would have been made to a jury. This lenity, prudence; and caution as it rela#es to
sanctions against officers of the C4Llt~ SI'IOUId not in any way be seen as softening or
mitigating the force of this Gourd's decision, findings, and orders as it relates to Cal Fire. it
simply means that, whatever e{se might be said about the conduct and advocacy of cites!
attorneys, it will not be sanctioned here.
Although it is mast distasteful, fihe Court in discharging its duty finds it necessary,
and accordingly, does bring the fuq weight of authority to; bear in issuing terminating
sanctions and fu!! compensatory attorney fees and expenses agains# California
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Department of Forestry artd dire Protection. The Courk finds that Ca! Fire's actions
ini#iating, maintaining, ar~d prosecuting this action, to the present time, is corrupt and
tainted. Cal Fire failed fo ~ampiy with discovery obliga#ions, and its repeated failure was
willful. This Court makes the same finding as that made in Liberty tYlutual Fire Insurance
Co. v. LcL Administrators, lric, supra, 163 Cal. App.4t~ 1093. Cal Fire's conduct reeked o~
bad faith. Just as in DoppeS v. Bentley Motors, Inc.(2~Q9} 174 Cal. App.. 4t"967, Cal Fire
failed to comply with discovery orders and directives, destroyed critical evidence, failed to
produce documents it shoo{d have produced monfihs earlier, and engaged in a sys#erratic
campaign . of misdirection with the purpose of recovering money from Defendants. As
recently as November 20~ 3, counsel for Cal Fire, in successfully resisfiing Qefendants'
ret{uest to ~Itec a briefing schedule, strongly asserted that a!I discovery obligations had
been futftEled. The Court learned, not from Cal Fire, but from Defendants, fihat Cal Fire
later durnp~d a huge new cache of documents an Defendants.
The Court relies an the authori#y provided by Code ofi civil Procedure 2023.420 (a},
2023.030, a(rsng with the eases interpreting #here statues end others, as augmented by
the inherent powers of the Court, in issuing this most severe sanction. This Court finds
that Cal Fire has engaged. in misconduct during the cause of the litigation that is
deliberate, that is egregious,sand that renders any remedy short of dismissal inadequate to
preserve the fairness of fihe €rial. Accordingly, the Court exercises ifis inherent anc! as well
as statutory and case taw authority to dismiss with prejudice. Stephen Slesinger v. The
Walt Disney Company {2007} 155 Cal. App. 4~h 736.
The misconducE in this case is so pervasive that it would serve na purpose far fihe
Court to aftempt to recite it all here. As nofied in Slesinger, it is not necessary fio attempt a
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catalogue of all the types of misconducfi necessary to jusfify an exercise of the inherent
power to dismiss, because "corrupt intent knows no stylistic boundaries." The Gour#'s
review of the whole record ca~nfifms that Defiendants' characteriza#ion of the misconduct is
welE es#ablished. Parties, interested persons, and reviewing Courts will find examples in
the table of contents of Defendants' Supplements( Briefing Regarding Ca! Fire's
Dishonesty and Investigative Corruption executed by counsel for Defendants on December
13, Zt~13, and Uefendanf Landowners' ancf W. M. Bea~y's Brief in SupporE of
Reasonableness of Fees, Expenses and/ar Sanctions (Phase ~ Briefing}, pages 10
through 12, execi.~ted by counsel for those parties an Decemlaer 12, 2013., These listing
are not entire, but they are w~l( supporfed.
Among sa many acts of evasion, misdirection, grid other wrongful acts and
omissions, any series of events stands out. it is a(I laid out iri the papers and need not be
de#ailed here.

it relates to Joshua White's 'White Fiag' testimony. The facts were

problematic far Cal Fire. GaI Fire and the United Mates Government and their legal
counsef, m~fi with Whi#e to discuss it. At a later deposition in this action, White tested
#haft fihe white t1ag "looked filce a chipped rock." Counsel for Gal Fire remained mute. It
was only later that Defendants found out abou# the meeting and, over objection, were
permitted to inquire further. When they propounded questions to nail dawn the date of fihe
earlier meeting, Gal Fire hecEged, responding ire effect that it didn't have time to go through
the voEuminaus record to fartlirightly respond. Of course, a(i it would have taken from Ms.
V1/insor was a telephone ca!] to her U.S. Attorney counterpart in the federal litigation with
an inquiry. "Can you please check your calendar to see if my calendar is correct on the
date we all met to discuss the white flag problem?"
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The Discovery Act was written to be largely self-executing. The Acfi was thrown out
the

W!(1C~UW

by caunseE for Cal Fire. Gal Fire treats a(I tf~is as en#irely innocen# and

irrelevant. Ca! Fire takes umbrage fihat anyone could draw inferences adverse to it from
These facts. One hopes that this conduct is not explained in our law schoa€s as what'good
lawyers do' to win their cases.

Could Cal Fire's explarta#ions be interpreted as

disingenuous? Could reasonable inferences adverse to Cal Fire be drawn from t(iese and
the many other acts and omissions laid out in this record? The #hing speaks for itself.
In making this order and in addressing the issues as sef forth, it is always possible
that a party tha# sees ifs~lf as aggroeved might point to some ia~dividual point or points, and
argue at length that the Gourt's determination is wrong. Because this Caurk's pains#aking
review considered the entire' record of the proceedings, the ~aurt views this exercise as
pulling a# a thread or threads in a huge tapestry or looking at d scuff or misplaced stroke in
a mural The big picture still sands out clear{y.
The only change the Court makes, in incorporating these items by reference here, is
thaf the Court substitute$ the word #~ false for perjury. Credibility issues relating to the
evidence are resolved in all instances against Cal Fire, but per}ury is a word most
cammanly used in a Criminal law conte~. Taking into account fihat the State's chief law
office is representing Cal Fire, and continues to espouse the truth of marry of the
statements and actions of Cat Fire, investigations, other thin in a civil context, would
appear unlikely. The Court does-not comment an those matters.
Terminating sanctions are cumulative to ether sanctions au#horized by law. In order
fio prevent injustice to Defendants, full compensatory fees and expen$es will be awarded.
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Separate ar~d apart from inherent authority, statutes and case Iaw provide for fuEl
compensatory fees and expenses in cases of egregious misconduct such ~s this case.
fn addition to the foregoing, Cai Fire is obiiga#ed to pay Defendants' full
compensatory attt~rney fees, because, had it prevailed, it would have recovered its fees as
an obligafiion under contract.. This canc(usion follows firom Health and Safety Code 13009,
130Q9.1, Civil Code 1717, and applicable case law. The Attorney General has advanced
its entitlement to fees when it benefited Cal Fire, and there isno reason in faw ar in equity
fo re#teat from ttte flair and_ reasonable implications of that argument when it works to the
benefit of Defendants.
Full compensatory attorney fees are justified by application of the Privafe Attorney
General provisions of Gode of Civil Procedure 102'1.x. The robust and necessary defense
mounted ,by Defiendants, made necessary by the wrongful ,actions of Cal Fire, greatly
benefited the public. The abuses of Ca! Fire, especially as ;they r~lat~ to WiFiter Fund,
which Cal dire persistently attempted to cover up, shined light an abuses so that corrective
action could be takers.

"hat cc~ntributian to the public good greatly outweighed

consideration that Defendants wec~e attempting to stay alive fnanciaffy. by defending
against Cal Fire's claims.
!n ma[cing these awards, the Court F~as considered all relevant factars~ including,
without [imitation, the multiplicity and complexity of the issues, the consequences to
Defendants of faiEure of their defense, the skill and experience of legal caunse(, the bad
conduct of Ca! Fire which resulted in the Defend~nfis having to employ experts and go to
great lengths to uncover the governmental corrup#ion, the reasonableness of the rates
charged by counsel for the parties, includir~g, in some instances, voluntary reduction in
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regular hourly rates, and the ;successful results which greatly benefited the public. This is
a nr~nexciusive list of some of the factors considered. The Court had the benefit of
experience aver many years,; bath as a trial and appel{ate adv~cafe and as a trial j~~dge.
To the observation that the award of attorney fees and expenses as a big number, a
question is presen#~d. Cam~ared to what? The Plaintiffs wenf 'all in', and in this case it
meant al) in to win at any cost. Defendants were forced to meet these challenges. The
cost of Plaintiff Cal Fire's conduct is too much for the adminisfiration o#justice to bear. The
Court concludes that, although the awards are substantial,~they are fair anr~ reasonable in
the circumstances.
A FINAL WORD
The conduct of Cal Fire dogs not inspire confidence that it will do anything other
than pass forward with litigation. The Court does not. wish an any appellate tribunal the
task undertaken by fhe undersigned: the personal review of every document and video
deposition submitted in the case.

This task required countless hours of study and

consideration. The ct~nclusior~s arrived a#, being cif great cans~quence to the parties, were
only arrived at after long at~d careful deliberation. The Court is aware that its rulings
resulting from the hearings concluded on July 26, 20'f3 are already on review in the Court
of Appeal. The Gourf is also aware, if its unde►-startding of the law is correct, thafi the
determinations here made, involving as they have, the issuance of te►-minating Banc#ions,
may moat the appeal already under way. That is because the issuance of sanctions is
salt! fa be reviewed on an "abuse of discretion" standard of review.
One of the most helpful discussions of that standard of review which the Court has
found is that set forth by Presiding Justice Conrad Rushing's concurring opinion in
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1Vliyamota v, Departmenf ref Motor Vehicles (2aQ9) 1'76 Cal. App. 4th 1270. This Court is
and always has Keen thankft.sl that appellate Caurt exists to protecf litigants and tfie public
from errors committed by trial judges. Trial Courts and appelEate Court each have their
functions, and the final litmus test is whether, following applicable standards of review, the
Trial Court gof it right.
The Court, once again, encourages the parties in any effort to come to an agreeable
settlement. In the Court's opirtian, in order far this #o occur, sarneone at Cad Fire must Look
at the facts of the matter, consider not just the advocates, but also the appraisal of the
disinterested Trial Court, and assess whether ifi is fair, just, and appropriate to keep up the
fight. Thy conclusion of this ~our~ must be unpalatable to Plaintiffs, buf it is the decision of
the Court.
Of course, the appeal could fight over every issue, such as whether each of the
claimed costs are fully jusfiified. Thy Court is of fhe view that, if Ca( Fire came to the tabEe,
the pasties could agree amount of fees, expenses, anti costs that would be paid to
conclude the matter. However, if tha# is riot passible, and if the matter comes back to the
undersigned after affirmance, the Court will be required to consider defendants'
application for further fees and expenses in aid of enforcement of judgment. The Court
wishes ail parties success in their continuing efforts to resolve.this matter.
Dated:

i~.t3 ~1 ~+ 2~1~

Leslie C. Nichols
Judge of fhe Superior Court
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